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STORY- TELLING AND THEATRE

Finland – Turku, Cygnaeus Preschool  Finland – Turku, Cygnaeus Preschool

FINLAND, 
Turku, Cygnaeus Preschool,Lokatterna
Age: 6 years old
Number of pupils: 13 pupils
Teacher: Gunilla Högnäs

During this theme we want to learn 
more about / we want to understand

How you can make own stories.
How you can do a theatre play 
together.

What do the children know about our 
theme? What do they expect or want 
to learn during theme work?

The children have made own stories 
from flip-flop books.
The children have made own books.
They have heard songs and fairy tales 
that the teacher has told them with 
paper dolls.
The preschool have discussed have a 
story is made.
- where the story takes place
- who is in the story
- what happens in the story
- how does the story end
The children want to learn how to make 
own theatre.

How did you decide on the specific 
subject for your theme work?

The children got excited about the 
song and the story that the teacher told 
them with paper dolls.
The teacher asked the children if they 
want to do own paper dolls
and make their own theatre and the 
children answered ,” – yes”.

Describe the learning activities? 
Witch subjects /areas of learning are 
integrated in the process?

1. Discussions of how a story is made.
-  talk and listen in the group, 

concentration, cooperation,

2. Storytelling in small groups
-decide where the story will happens 

(imagination)
- the children decide which paper doll 

each children want to be              
(cooperate)

-what happens in the story (creativity)
-how will the story end (cooperation)

3. Write down the story
- the children are telling the teacher the 

story and she writes down the story 
(retelling a story, the children use their 
own words)

4. Creating the paper dolls
- the children are drawing their paper 

dolls (creativity, fine motor skills)
- the teacher is laminating the paper 

dolls and puts wooden sticks behind 
them.

  
5. Scene and the tickets
- the children decorate the theatre wall 

(creativity, fine motor skills)
- the teacher makes the tickets to the 

theatre and the children decorate 
them.

6. The play
- Our children gives tickets to the other 

groups.
- Our[HG1]  group invites[HG2]  the 

tree other preschool groups, tree 
different day ś to see the theatre.

Why do we do what we do?

The children get to known have a story 
is made.
They have to retail the story.
They develop their language together 
in small groups.
They have to get courage to play the 
theatre to the other groups.

It ś a process with the project:
- you plan the story
- you make the paper dolls
- you show the play to others
- you document the project whit a 

movie
- the process is more important whit 

the children than the results.

Evaluation of what and how we have 
done during the theme?

The children got inspired of the theme 
and had inspiration to make the theatre.
The children could make own stories 
and didn’t had to take a story from a 
book.
It was funny how the children mixed 
different figures in the same story, 
Pokémon’s whit a real animal, a squirrel.

In every story there is a hunter (it 
seems to be popular) and in two of the 
stories there are cats.
In one of the story the hunter and the 
cat are friends and in another story the 
hunter is hunting the cat.
All the tree stories ends happily.
The children participated well in the 
planning of the project and worked well 
with it.

Evaluation of what we have learned 
during the theme work?
The children learnt that, it is a good 
way to laminate the paper doll, it will 
last longer.
They also learnt that, you have to speak 
loud that the others can hear you.
You must also speak with a good 
pronunciation.
They learnt how they can make a own 
story and a theatre,
a boy said: -this was so funny I will 
make more theater at home.
Some of the children were little nervous 
before the play, but it went god, you 
don’t have to be scared of the public.
The children said, that they learnt that 
you can show different things with 
paper dolls.



ITALY
Kindergarten “Prato Fiorito” – Istituto 
Comprensivo L. Pirandello
Age of pupils: 5 years old
Number of pupils: 19

During this theme we want to learn 
more about / we want to understand

• comprehension of  traditional tales 
• the many ways of expressing ourselves
• use the body to improve the language

What do the children know about our 
theme? What do they expect or want 
to learn during theme work?

Children are very interested in tales 
and are fond of reading. The teacher, 
usually, reads some stories or tales 
to the children; they, always, discuss 
together about them.

How did you decide on the specific 
subject for your theme work?

The teacher decided to give to the 
children the opportunity to know a 
traditional tale of another country. This 
subject offers the possibility to act 
on all aspects of learning: intellectual, 
emotional, manual and sensorial. 

THE GINGERBREAD MAN
Describe the learning activities? 
Witch subjects /areas of learning are 
integrated in the process?

Areas involved in the process:

• linguistic: knowledge of new words 
and new grammatical structures

• motor: use of fine motor and big 
motor skills

• social: working in a group, acting 
cooperative learning

• artistical: express themselves by 
drawing, playing....

Description of the phases of the 
activity:
1. Reading of the tale “The gingerbread 

man”
2. The children discussed the tale
3. The children drew sequences of the 

tale
4. The children made a gingerbread man 

and decorated it
5. The children played the tale
6. The children made a lapbook

Why do we do what we do?

During this theme work the children 
improved their linguistic, motor, social 
and artistical skills.

Evaluation of what and how we have 
done during the theme?

Our evaluation of what and how we 
have done during the activity is very 
positive because children were involved 
in the first person allowing them to 
have fun, be protagonists and work in a 
dynamic way. 

Evaluation of what we have learned 
during the theme work?
The assessment of what we have 
learned during the theme work is very 
positive.

Kindergarten Milleluci – Istituto Comprensivo L. Pirandello – Pesaro – ITALY Kindergarten Milleluci – Istituto Comprensivo L. Pirandello – Pesaro – ITALY



ITALY
Primary School “Luigi Pirandello” 
Pesaro – Age of pupils: 10 years old
Number of pupils: 18

During this theme we want to learn 
more about / we want to understand

The importance of telling story to 
children in primary education.
How can fairy tales affect the children 
growing and understanding of life.

What do the children know about our 
theme? What do they expect or want 
to learn during theme work?

Using Storytelling we tried to promote 
an intercultural understanding and 
communication. In fact Stories can…
• Promote a feeling of well-being and 

relaxation
• Increase children’s willingness to 

communicate thoughts and feelings
• Encourage active participation
• Increase verbal proficiency
• Encourage use of imagination and 

creativity
• Encourage cooperation between 

students
• Enhance listening skills

How did you decide on the specific 
subject for your theme work?

Young Learners share a remarkable 
variety of personal experiences, values 
and ways of understanding. The 
language they learn in the classroom 
is the tool they use to shape their 
thoughts and feelings. It is more than 
a way of exchanging information and 
extending ideas, it is their means of 
reaching out and connecting with 
other people. Stories can link not only 
between the world of classroom and 
home but also between the classroom 
and beyond. Stories provide a common 
thread that can help unite cultures and 
provide a bridge across the cultural 
gap.

“THE SELFISH GIANT” 
BY OSCAR WILDE

Describe the learning activities? 
Witch subjects /areas of learning are 
integrated in the process?

This theme work is part of a more 
extensive science education project 
realized in collaboration with an 
university trainee from Primary 
Education Sciences (Urbino University):
• Starting from reading the story “The 

Selfish Giant” by Oscar Wilde using 
the digital flashcards.

• MUSIC: singing a song “What’s The 
Weather Like Today?”

•  https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Jn7uAsLWXpk

• DRAMA: dramatization of the story. 
Bingo game.

• ART: making a lap book about the 
story, a dice with the weather words 
and a circular calendar to learn 
months and seasons of the year.

• Watch the Video https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=sXYiztE-oUk

Why do we do what we do?

Children have an innate love for stories. 
Stories create magic and a sense of 
wonder at the world. Stories teach us 
about life, about ourselves and about 
others. Storytelling is a unique way for 
students to develop an understanding, 
respect and appreciation for other 
cultures, and can promote a positive 
attitude to people from different lands, 
races and religions.

Evaluation of what and how we have 
done during the theme?
• Was there enough time? 
• Was the method of storytelling 

effective? 
• Did students learn enough about the 

story and its meaning?
• Do we transform our educational 

practices, using more frequently 
learning by doing activities and cross-
curricular type of working?

Evaluation of what we have learned 
during the theme work?
We recognize the importance of cross-
curricular working in primary education.
Learning by doing activities are more 
stimulating and amusing than formal 
lessons, allowing more physical mobility 
and cooperative learning methodology. 
In comparison to a classroom-taught 
lesson, teamwork increases self-
confidence in children.

Kindergarten Milleluci – Istituto Comprensivo L. Pirandello – Pesaro – ITALY Kindergarten Milleluci – Istituto Comprensivo L. Pirandello – Pesaro – ITALY



Latvia. 
Rūjienas specialized pre-primary school 
”Vārpiņa”.
6 years old children - 40
5 years old children - 18  

During this theme we want to learn 
more about / we want to understand

1. What tales do we know? 
2. How do fairy tale characters 
encourage us to play role-playing 
games? 
3. What can we learn from fairy tales?

What do the children know about our 
theme? What do they expect or want 
to learn during theme work?

Children know that there are fairy tales, 
stories and poems. The books have 
beautiful illustrations. During the work 
of the topic, the children want to find 
out: 
- How many fairy tales do we know 
- in which languages the fairy tales are 
written 
- what fairy tales have been translated 
into Latvian 
- who has written and the children 
want to compose and write fairy tales 
themselves.

How did you decide on the specific 
subject for your theme work?

Every day, children are told fairy tales 
both in kindergarten and at home. They 
are very interested in fairy tales and 
stories.

Describe the learning activities? 
Witch subjects /areas of learning are 
integrated in the process?

In the field of cultural awareness and 
self-expression in the field of teaching, 
we encouraged children to depict: 
- Animals, princes and princesses in 
fairy tales 
- drawings, shaping, application. 
- Fairy tale image and castles in fairy 
tales - drawing with watercolors and 
pencils. 
- Experiment with colors by floating 
and mixing. 
- Dramatization of heard or self-
invented text. 
- Prepare and show the kindergarten 
children a show: “Visiting the sun” 
- Role play - play the fairy tales of good 
and bad. 

Language and nation. 
Language is poetry. 
Language is history. 
Language is a science. 
Language is human 
Language is a city in the construction 
of which everyone has built their own 
stone. 
/Emersons /

Why do we do what we do?

Children’s creative knowledge expands 
their knowledge of a particular topic.
Fairy tales are different – about 
animals, miracles, different nations and 
authors. Fairy-tale characters and their 
adventures encourage role-playing and 
theater.
It is important to encourage children 
to take part in the dramatization of the 
text they hear or invent.

Latvia. Rūjienas pre-primary school ”Vārpiņa”

Express attitudes and emotions about 
the content heard and seen in fairy 
tales.
Tales about the expressed emotions 
and ideas in drawings, movement 
improvisation.
Learn and follow the rules of good 
behavior in communication with peers 
and adults.
Play good and bad actions through 
fairy tale characters.
Listen to texts and portray what you 
hear with voice, facial expressions and 
gestures.
Use intonations appropriate to the 
everyday situation.
Name and describe the people involved 
in the fairy tales, recount the events in 
the correct order.

Evaluation of what and how we have 
done during the theme?

During the Nordic Week, the librarians 
of Rūjiena presented the children 
with a reading of an excerpt from 
A. Lindgren’s book about Pepi 
Longstocking - “Pepi celebrates her 
birthday”.
The children got acquainted with the 
library, books and games.
Children have played theater, learning 
the language through play and daily 
activities.

Evaluation of what we have learned 
during the theme work?

Within the topic we have covered all 
study areas:

Field of science
1. Observe and see changes in 
different parts of the day and weather 
conditions.
2. To observe, see and tell about the 
observed changes in nature in the 
immediate vicinity.
3. Observe and characterize celestial 
bodies in different parts of the day.
Field of study of cultural understanding 
and self-expression in art

1. Participate in the dramatization of a 
heard or self-invented text.
2. Express attitudes and emotions 
about the content heard and seen in 
fairy tales.
3. Tells the expressed emotions and 
ideas in drawings, improvisation of 
movements.

Mathematics field of study
1.Learn to denote the number of 
subjects with the appropriate number.
2. Learn to make an assumption about a 
number and test it by counting.
3. Measure the length in everyday 
situations with various conditional 
measures, explain the measurement 
process and the result.

Social and civic education
1. To learn and follow the rules of good 
behavior in communication with peers 
and adults.
2. Play good and bad actions through 
fairy tale characters.

Field of technology training
1. To learn to express ideas for the 
implementation of your idea
2. Learn to hold and use stationery and 
tools properly.

Language learning area
1. Listen to texts and portray what you 
hear with voice, facial expressions and 
gestures.
2. Use intonations appropriate to the 
everyday situation.
3. Name and describe the people 
involved in the fairy tales, recount the 
events in the correct order.
4. Learn to write letters and letter 
elements.

Field of study of health and physical 
activity
 1. Learn to tell about healthy lifestyle 
habits.
 2. Inclusion of different images in 
sports activities.
 3. Various games with the inclusion of 
numerals.

Latvia. Rūjienas pre-primary school ”Vārpiņa”

ONCE IN THE FAIRY TALE.



Greece
The choice of these classes (A and B) was 
made to relate the material of different 
histories taught in the classes. In these 
classes, students are involved in the 
language lesson as an official lesson, 
using a handbook and other related 
activities. They have already taught a 
lot of histories either from mythology 
either for religious either from poetry 
or fairy tales. So, the main idea which is 
“Olive tree, olives, olives-oil” seems to be 
familiar for them linking their knowledge 
from all these and with their everyday life. 
And that’s because our region is full of 
olive-trees and they can see them every 
day around. Fairy tales deals with the 
mythological background of the Greeks 
and their early knowledge and experience 
about that ‘holy tree’. 
Because students are beginning to 
understand the concept of spacetime: 

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
(a) they are able to place events in time 
(sorting them into prehistory or history) 
and b) they can better and reasonably 
link some historical facts. So, they can 
understand the meaning of this tree, 
‘gifted’ to our people and all the world. 

During this theme we want to learn 
more about / we want to understand

Initially, students’ prior knowledge 
of the subject had to be explored. 
Having in mind that our subject would 
establish and expand their knowledge, 
it was considered necessary to reflect 
the students’ knowledge of the Olive-
tree and its history so far. Indeed, it 
was enough for our hand movement 
to point these trees all over the fields 
in our area. There’s also an olive tree 
planted in our school and this made 
all students to be willing to list their 
knowledge.

Greece Greece

What do the children know about our 
theme? What do they expect or want 
to learn during theme work?
How did you decide on the specific 
subject for your theme work?

It has already been mentioned that 
students’ knowledge of the subject 
under investigation is relatively 
satisfactory and can lead them to 
discover more. These trees can be seen 
every day, everywhere from morning 
until night. So, they have connected 
their daily lives with it. 
A characteristic fact is that locals, 
from October till December, live in 
an everyday feast and that’s because 
they involve with collecting olives and 
making olive-oil in local crafts. 
That’s how we got started! From then 
on, one student’s myth became the 
myth of many students, and so the 
distinction between myth and reality 
began. This is exactly what students 
were interested in when they realized 
the myth difference from reality, so the 
truth.

Describe the learning activities? 
Witch subjects /areas of learning are 
integrated in the process?

And the journey of discovery of the 
story began with students collecting 
for themselves olive-tree information 
by collecting relevant photos and texts. 
Gradually and through the cultivation 
and development of their language 
skills, they developed descriptive skills 
in both oral and written language. Even 
mathematics (for calculating area, 
weight, distance, etc.), geography 
(defining horizon and location points), 
painting and mapping to create model 
representation and physical activities 
(visit olive groves) were also employed, 
poetry and literature (to see how many 
poems and texts have been written 
about; and what they say; how they say 
or describe the ‘holy olive-tree’) and 
religious lesson (what’s the meaning of 
oil in our faith). 

Why do we do what we do?

Our main goal was for the students to 
discover for themselves the history of 
the olive-tree, which is also a History 
of our wider area, our community, our 
country. Our most important aim was 
to be able to distinguish and distinguish 
“myth” from “truth” which is equivalent 
to “true” and thus “history”. This was 
done gradually as they became more 
concerned with the various information 
they discovered. Their discoveries 
showed positive emotions along with 
deconstructing previous knowledge 
and rebuilding new ones on a realistic 
and scientific basis.

Evaluation of what and how we have 
done during the theme?

Evaluation was applied every time 
we discussed this particular issue. 
The students’ questions and / or 
their descriptions revealed the level 
of understanding of the information 
that they had discovered and the rule 
of their composition. In addition, the 
process of questioning on their own left 
room for reflection and development 
of critical thinking so as to be able 
to distinguish mythological from real 
historical elements.



Bulgaria

During this theme we want to learn 
more about / we want to understand

Areas involved in the process:
- motor: to write accurately Bulgarian 
letters, 
to  assemble dominoes with syllables, 
to arrange precisely the sentences and 
write down on worksheets, to make 
drama costumes  
- scientific: to learn more about the 
Bulgarian letters and sounds, grammer, 
punctu-ation, language and Literature, 
word exploring, making words and 
sentences, solving fun language tasks 
and games  
- social: working in a group, dis-cussing 
and following rules collaboration with 
classmates and family  members.

What do the children know about our 
theme? What do they expect or want to 
learn during theme work?

Our children know the importance of 
reading books, they love reading and 
writing in Bulgarian , they  expect to 
discover and explore new “worlds”, 
expressing themselves, enjoying toget-
her.

How did you decide on the specific 
subject for your theme work?

How we decided on the theme
We asked children:”Do you want 
reading tales and learning Bulgarian 
with your family?” The answer was 
”Yes!” So, we participated in national 
programme ”Together in students’ 
care” that provides condi-tions for 
working in a team of primary and 
secondary teachers during National 
Reading Week. 

We are studying / we are learning more 
about / we want to understand

Increasing literacy is one of the 
significant factors for the development 
of any society. The practice of “Morning 
Tale” allows teachers and family 

Bulgaria – Otec Paisii High School

members to work together for easier 
and faster adjustment of children.The 
educational envi-ronment is organized 
to support all areas of mental develop-
ment - emotionally, cognitively, by 
encouraging the active participation of 
children.

Why do we do what we do?

-to improve knowledge on Bulgarian 
language and Literature, Art, Cul-ture, 
History, Technology, Drama, Music, 
Entrepreneurship 
   -to activate mental activity;
  - to activate interest in reading and 
solving language tasks,puzzles;
  - to develop motor, cognitive, soft  and 
emotional skills, imagination,  creativity, 
self- confidence, commu-nicative skills, 
collaboration, negoti-ating ability, 
empathy, management,   present their 
work 
 -  to participate and influence in school  
life 
-  The multidisciplinary activities     
allow children play their skills and 
potentials in an active, emotional and 
creative way, involving them entirely: 
mind and body.

Bulgaria – Otec Paisii High School

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
AT OTEC PAISII HIGH SCHOOL

Evaluation of what and how we have 
done during the theme?

“Together we study, we work together. 
Together we are super team” to 
stimulate active learning through 
language and litera-tute. Children 
were involved to  work in a team with 
classmates and family members.What 
we have done was full of exitement and 
joyous emotions for all of participants, 
provoked an interest of the stories 
and a desire to read faster and better. 
Dramatizti-on, wtiting a letter to Santa 
Claus, making crafted booklet, fun with 
riddles and word ordering, preparing 
Christmas cards ”Rea-ding with mom”,” 
Reading with grandma” . 

Evaluation of what we have learned 
during the theme work?

We have learned during the theme 
work in very positive atmosfhere.
During the activities the children 
consolidated their Bulgrian language 
and Litera-ture  knowledge with their 
classmates, parents, brothers, sisters, 
grandparents. They have experienced 
projecting and working together. 
Children had fun toget-her and felt 
good. They were motivated to learn 
and discover new learning in fairy 
tales,sayings, riddles,puzzles.



Denmark 
Thorning Skole
Age of Pupils 6-10 years
numbers of pupils 32

During this theme we want to learn 
more about / we want to understand

What is a fairy tale? 
The world of fairy tales is a world of 
fantasy . You are in another world and 
anything can happen - like Alice in 
Wonderland. 
How is a fairy tale composed?
Although there are thousands of fairy 
tales in the world, they are all similar 
in composition. The author of a fairy 
tale has some rules to obey and these 
rules make it easier to both listen to and 
remember the story.
We have chosen that the children shall 
get familiar with the composition  of a 
fairy tale by using “The action bridge”, 
in which  the fairy tale has a beginning, 
a center and an ending. In IC, where 
the children are grade 0- 3, they also 
learned about  “time” , “places” and  
“characters”.

What do the children know about our 
theme? What do they expect or want 
to learn during theme work?

All children in Denmark have some sort 
of knowledge about fairy tales  as their 
parents, pedagogues and teachers have 
been reading the stories out loud for 
them.
From this theme the children expect to 
learn about new fairy tales , they also 
expect to work with fairy tales in many 
different creative ways.

How did you decide on the specific 
subject for your theme work?

Almost all danish children know about 
Hans Christian Andersen.
That is why the children also know a lot 
of the fairy tales he has written.
Our theme is not only about HC 
Andersen, but about fairy tales in 

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
general. We want to maintain the 
cultural heritage of fairy tales and we 
would also like to boost the children’s 
desire to write, read, illustrate and even 
act out fairy tales.

Describe the learning activities? 
Witch subjects /areas of learning are 
integrated in the process?

In IC the students learned about the 
structure of a fairy tale. They used this 
structure for creating their own fairy 
tales as a written story or a cartoon/
drawing. The teachers read fairy tales 
for the students, we saw movies and 
heard audiobooks. We talked a lot 
about the structure- the people, the 
places and the symbols. 
The students dramatized “The Clumsy 
Hans” and were free to improvise the 
character they acted. 
In grade 0 we also learned about the 
structure of a fairy tale.
They were then divided into two groups 
where they made their own Fairy tale. 
The teacher was only a “consultant” 
and the students decided themselves 
what they wanted in their story.
Like in IC, grade 0 also heard a lot of 
fairy tales. We tried to make a fairy 
tale universe in the classroom with HC 
Andersen’s hat, pictures from fairy tales 
and music to inspire the students .
The students made their own hand 
held puppets and they made ID cards 
explaining the characteristics of the 
puppet they had made through writing 
or drawing. They then presented their 
puppet for each other. Some of our 
students were a bit shy but everyone 
did the presentation.
Later we made our own fairytale boxes 
from shoe boxes, where the students 
chose a fairy tale and filled the box with 
things from the story.
Subjects/areas of learning:
•  Language skills
•  Imagination/drama
•  Motoric skills
•  Social skills

Thorning Skole Denmark

Why do we do what we do?

• To gain knowledge about fairy tales 
and authors like Hans Christian 
Andersen. It is an important part of 
the Danish culture. 

• The activities gave the students the 
possibility to have influence on the 
lessons. At the visit to Silkeborg 
Museum they had an active role in the 
workshops. 

• All the students worked with their 
imagination. We set up the frames for 
the activities and the children then 
had a lot of freedom  to follow their 
ideas and creativity. We wanted to 
inspire their fantasy.

• We managed to organize the learning 
environment so the children felt 
important and an equal participant in 
the process.

• The students were active and used 
their senses. 

• The children used and develop their 
language skills by writing and creating  
their own fairy tales. They also 
dramatized and created  their own 
fairy tale puppets and presented these 
for each other. 

Evaluation of what and how we have 
done during the theme?

We started the theme by gaining 
knowledge about fairy tales. We had 
different activities in our class - reading 
books, watching films, acting out plays, 
drawing and making up our own fairy 
tales.
We went to our local museum where 
the curator had rewritten an old local 
story into a fairy tale. All the children 
from IC and grade 0 were in the 
museum together and it gave us the 
opportunity to practice being “outside 

 Thorning Skole Denmark

the school”. We had prepared the 
students to be a good and engaged 
audience .
We had an excursion to Silkeborg 
Museum in order to watch the 
exhibition “The Fairy Tale Queen”. In the 
museum we learned about the Danish 
Queen Margrethe’s creative universe - 
her inspirations in costume making and 
art, which is often closely connected to 
the fairy tale world. We acted out “the 
swineherd”, a famous Danish fairy tale, 
and we made beautiful fairytale paper 
flowers. In the museums garden, we all 
had a lot of fun playing games. For our 
youngest children it was the  first time 
they were on an excursion like this.

Evaluation of what we have learned 
during the theme work?
Our students love active and creative 
activities and the fairy tale theme gave 
us the opportunity to do a lot of those.
There was a lot of freedom within the 
assignments, which gave the children 
a lot of influence on the process and 
the outcome of the assignments. This 
motivated and engaged the students 
which created a positive vibe during the 
theme work.



Hungary, Szegedi Pitypang Evangélikus Óvoda

Hungary
Szegedi Pitypang Evangélikus Óvoda
Age 3-5
22

During this theme we want to learn 
more about / we want to understand

The emotional and communicative 
ways of expression of young children 
are still strongly bodily at this age. We 
wanted them to know and put into 
words their emotions and desires. This 
ability also helps their individual and 
social socialization development.

What do the children know about our 
theme? What do they expect or want 
to learn during theme work?

Children were already able to articulate 
their attachment desires at a basic 
level, but their attempt to connect was 
still not socially appropriate. (I pull the 
other kid’s hair to watch me ...)
Children are familiar with basic social 
rules but connecting with peers is still 
highly underdeveloped at this age.

How did you decide on the specific 
subject for your theme work?

Most of our children in the group are 
the only ones in the family. Children’s 
self-centeredness has led to many 
conflicts in kindergarten and family 
as well. It was also raised during the 
parenting discussions that the children 
are not yet able to express their wishes 
properly, and several parents have 
asked for help in this.

Describe the learning activities? 
Witch subjects /areas of learning are 
integrated in the process?

We first asked parents to tell stories to 
the children at home.
We recommended a selection of books 
specifically for emotional education. 
We have also made these assorted tales 
available online to parents although 

many have preferred to purchase these 
books.
We organized a library visit to arouse 
the children’s interest and need for 
these tales.
The so-called “fairy tale therapy” is 
already available in Hungary. With the 
help of a fairy tale, these occasions 
create an opportunity to explore 
different life situations and recognize 
their solutions.
Complementing these therapeutic 
occasions, we organized sessions in 
kindergarten.
On these occasions, mainly mother 
tongue and art forms came to the fore. 
But we also organized a visit to the post 
office. (They could write a letter to each 
other in the form of a real letter and we 
mailed it together.)

Why do we do what we do?

The verbal and social skills of the 
children were also continuously 
developed during the project.
Based on parental feedback, the 
number of conflicts at home began 
to decline. In kindergarten, children 
became more open to each other, the 
structure of the group changed.

Evaluation of what and how we have 
done during the theme?

We built the project gradually, starting 
the tales within the family first.
Then we also started telling stories in 
kindergarten that became children’s 
favorites.
We then introduced the kids to the 
library as a new location. The pleasant 
atmosphere of therapeutic occasions 
using a positive charge for the time 
spent in the library. This atmosphere 
was also helpful in the group activities.

Hungary, Szegedi Pitypang Evangélikus Óvoda

Evaluation of what we have learned 
during the theme work?
Traditionally, the emotional education 
of children in kindergarten in Hungary 
is embedded in everyday life situations. 
However, during the project, it became 
apparent that more time and attention 
was needed to develop emotional and 
social behavior.
Since this was a problem that parents 
could also perceive, they were happy to 
get involved. As a result of the project, 
parents also organized meetings with 
their children’s new friends.
As a result of the library visit organized 
by the kindergarten, several people 
enrolled in the library. So through the 
children, a positive effect was again 
achieved at the family level as well.

HOW CAN I TELL YOU…



Turkey, 
Tacirler Eğitim Vakfı İlkokulu
Age of Pupils 6-8 years
numbers of pupils 34

During this theme we want to learn 
more about / we want to understand

While working on this theme, we 
aimed to make pupils more active and 
productive. Adding body movements 
to learning process was very 
entertaining for students. Each letter 
was symbolizing a letter. This way, they 
could produce words both with letter 
and body movements. In addition, 
pupils with the help og their parents 
cooked cookies on which they wrote 
letters and words. They wrote letters 
or words on what they produced in 
the kitchen. Using chocolate in stead 
of pencils was very amusing for them. 
During this theme, they were active 
and productive. When we look at the 
big picture, they were happy in the 
language learning process.

What do the children know about our 
theme? What do they expect or want 
to learn during theme work?

Since pupils are first graders, they 
expected to learn new vocabulary and 
things. Like all children, they wanted to 
do it in an entertaining way.

How did you decide on the specific 
subject for your theme work?

As in all schools of diffrent countries, in 
the first grade our aim is to teach how 
to read and write. We aimed to make 
this teaching and learning process 
enjoyable. Giving a body movement for 
a letter and making cookied to produce 
words were our two activitied chosen in 
the theme work. 

OUR SIGN LANGUAGE AND 
COOKIES

Describe the learning activities? 
Witch subjects /areas of learning are 
integrated in the process?

There two learning activities in this 
theme. 
First activity: Giving a body movement 
for a letter
In this activity, pupils are supposed 
to do different body movements to 
produce a word. 
Second activity: Making cookies to 
produce words
In this activity, pupils use chocolate in 
stead of pencils and cookies in stead of 
papers. 
Subjects/areas of learning:
• Language skills
• Motoric skills
• Social skills

Why do we do what we do?

We aimed to involve students in the 
learning process as much as we can. 
We tried to show that we can have fun 
while learning the language. Learning is 
not sitting on the desk and write what 
is on the board. Life is learning. So, we 
must find ways to have fun in learning. 
We geve them chance to be physically 
active and produce.

Evaluation of what and how we have 
done during the theme?

Our first activity ”Giving a body 
movement for a letter” was loved by all 
pupils. They voluntarily participated in 
this activity. Second activity  ”Making 
cookies to produce words” was also 
love by most of the children, but some 
of them had difficulty in writing with 
chocolate.

Evaluation of what we have learned 
during the theme work?
Obviously, student centered activities 
are the best. If we add more student 
centered activities they will learn and 
have fun.

Turkey , 3rd Primary School of Tacirler Eğitim Vakfı İlkokulu Turkey , 3rd Primary School of Tacirler Eğitim Vakfı İlkokulu




